
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
channel product manager. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for channel product manager

Identify opportunities and facilitate implementation of enhancements in
product area
Present to executive leadership
Drive cross-functional teams comprised of both business roles
Develop strong partnerships with multiple business teams and leaders, gain
understanding of key goals and impacts of Omni fulfillment and OMS
implementation, including both technical and business process changes
Synthesize business requirements, identify areas of uncertainty, recommend
solutions, gather buy-in from relevant stakeholders, roll solution out to team,
shepherd feature through development and review the product before rollout
Work with a cross functional team to train cast, define pilot programs, metrics
for success, and future roll out phases
Help define and align the category financial targets for the country in
alignment with the Area Category Management teams in terms of net sales,
margins, sell through, stock turn, market share
Provide quarterly category updates on key financials
Manages cross functional team to deliver integrated launch programs for
products, including product direction, marketing plans, operations and supply
chain requirements
Creates and presents the business case for new programs to support growth
strategies and profitability targets
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Strong understanding of video publishing platforms and content
management systems
Strong understanding of web and mobile technical architecture and
publishing tools
Deep passion for online video products and developing optimal user
experiences
Must be able to work well with others in a team driven atmosphere
Self-starter who thrives in a fast paced, and high-performance environment
7-10 years of experience in product development with a proven history of
successfully launching large-scale e-commerce projects


